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Fictional statements and lies

• Fictional statements

Frodo had a very trying time that afternoon (The Lord of the Rings)

 No intention to deceive

• Lies

I have a cold
 Intention to deceive

(e.g. Augustine, 1952 [395]; Williams, 2002)



Bald-faced lies

Statements that are labelled ‘lies’ but that involve no intention to
deceive (Sorensen, 2007)
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Bald-faced lies

I never knew no Godfather



Three strategies

1. Provide a definition of lies that involves no intention to deceive (e.g.
Carson, 1988; Fallis, 2009)

 Unofficial common ground account

2. Argue that bald-faced lies do involve intention to deceive (Lackey, 2013)

3. Argue that bald-faced lies are not real lies (e.g. Meibauer, 2011)

e.g. because they are not real assertions (e.g. Leland, 2015; Keiser, 2016;
Maitra, 2018)

Workspace account
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Stalnaker’s common ground framework

Update with R

P, Q, RP, Q

Context set Context set
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Going on the record

Bald-faced lie is a proposal to update the official common ground

 Acceptance based official common ground

Pentangeli proposes that it becomes commonly accepted that he 
knows no Godfather
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 Acceptance based official common ground

Pentangeli proposes that it becomes commonly accepted that he 
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Pentangeli proposes that it becomes common belief that according to 
the account that he gave in court, he knows no Godfather
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Contensive statements

• According to this newspaper article, 
Brexit is going great

Parafictional statements
• According to A Study in Scarlet, Sherlock

Holmes and Dr. Watson lived together at 221B
Baker Street

• In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo is a hobbit



Two-stage model

1. Entertaining content of narrative
neutral to fictionality

2. Deciding whether to believe
fiction/non-fiction

(Matravers, 2014)



Workspace account
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Workspace account

Assertive closure

Fictive closure
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Workspace account
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Workspace account

(Kamp, 1981)

I have a cold

Frodo had a very trying time that afternoon

workspace common ground
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Bald-faced lies

Pentangeli proposes that it becomes common belief that according to 
the account that he gave in court, he knows no Godfather

Pentangeli states that p and proposes that it becomes common
ground that □F p

I never knew no Godfather



Lies, fictional statements and bald-faced lies
Lie
I have a cold

workspace common ground

Fictional statement
Frodo had a very trying time that 
afternoon

Bald-faced lie
I never knew no Godfather



What if Pentangeli testified against Corleone?

Yes, I knew the Godfather

Bald-faced lies scenarios as pretend
conversations (Cf. Maitra, 2018)
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• Unofficial common ground
account does not adequately
model the purpose of the bald-
faced lie of going on the record

• Workspace account

- Bald faced lies, fictional
statements trigger fictive closure

- Lies and assertions trigger
assertive closure

• Difference between ‘In story S’ and
‘According to story S’ prefixes

• Selfless assertions, face-saving
maneuvers, open secrets

Conclusions Further research


